must declare the world could not contain. "For the reputation of this, I can do no more than appeal to the answer itself, which is in all Bayside Office, or in any other regular file of his papers, in which it was signed by the direction of the Trustees; and in the mean time I will pledge my word and sincerity, that it is in a style completely temperate—satisfactory to the true interest and character of the young men—and not in any sense liable to the imputation which the Celler has brought against it. It is true, that in my report to the Board afterwards, explaining and relating as I did, the conduct and anterior consideration of these youths, who act at present the accommodation spirit of the Trustees in abolishing any of the evils, I expressed with justice my sentiments of their behavior, and pointed out the errors which were glaring reducible from their conduct at the time, unless with a number of forms immoral practices, which were the very cause with the Board of imposing so severe and restrictive a law. This blundering report, by representing my address to the Trustees, after the denunciation was consummated, as my appeal to the students, while they were yet comparatively innocent, has made out to foist in axioms and ranks, what was just and reasonable. The way is now prepared to pronounce what this aspiring Celler says respecting my imprudence, to be a direct hostility against the truth, lie to the University not having